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Germany is Ihe Korea of Eu-

rope, divided in control between
East and West. And Europeans,
watching U. S. military reverses
in Korea, wonder about Germany's
(ale should Russia decide to strike
there.

Time was when Europe took
great assurance from the 150,000
American soldiers in West Ger-
many. No one believed such a
force could stand off an attacking
Russian army, but it was felt
America would swing in quickly
with tremendous power if her
troops were fired upon.

U. S. withdrawals in the FarEast have altered the outlook

sharply. In revealing America's
unpreparedness for even a little
war, they hava shaken the faith of
all Europeans who are depending
on us in event Moscow marches.

Germany of course is the richest
prize Russia could possibly grab
outside of the United States. Witn
the industrial Ruhr in the Soviet
fist, she would soon be master of
all Europe.

The U. S. and the West can't
allow this to happen. But it's
doubtful we're doing enough to
prevent it.

Big Plans
Present U. S. mobilization plans

certainly go beyond anticipated
needs of the Korean war. it i a

clear American purpose to create
a sizeable armed force able to
move into new trouble spots when
and if the Soviet Union strikes
again.

But most official thinking as-

sumes Moscow won't do anything
for a while at least that would
involve her own soldiers. The be-

lief is Soviet satellites, like the
North Koreans, would be asked to
do the dirty work.

Yet this kind of reasoning could
be as foolish as our notion that
the South Koreans, equipped only
for internal police action could
beat off a North Ko-

rean force. The seasoned states-
men of Europe are looking beyond
the satellites to Russia herself; we

ought to be doing the same.
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assumption Russia has no early
designs on Germany, and then
quickly whip German force in-

to shape if she does act. Soviet
action there certainly would mean
Russian troops as well as East
German "police.'1

A Russian move in Germany
would undoubtedly bripg Ameri-
ca's strategic air force into action,
with the atom bomb its biggest
threat. But we couldn't drop the
bomb on the cities of western Eu-

rope, including West Germany.
For there live the peoples whose
help we need, whom we are try-
ing to keep on the side of freedom

Only great military manpower
thrown against the Russians could
save these lands from being swift-
ly overrun. There is no excuse for
delaying the critical decisions as
to where we shall get that man-
power.

If we really want German forces
Included, the time to settle the
point is now. If we don't, then we
should get on to other arrange-
ments. A sound defense plan for
Europe, one good enough to give
the Russians pause, is the greatest
military challenge now facing the
free countries of the West.
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